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SUMMARY 
An approximate method of calculating the deformati ons of wings of 
unifurm thickness having swept, M or W, A, and swept-tip plan f orms is 
presented. The method employs an adjustment t o the elementary beam 
theory t o account f or the effect of the triangular r oot portion of a 
slfept wing on the deformation of the outboard section of the Wing. To 
demonstrate the general applicability of the method, the modified ele-
mentary theory is applied t o the more complex M or W, A, and swept- tip 
plan f orms as well as t o swept plan f orms. For the purpose of calcu-
lating angles of attack, it is shown that the unmodified elementary beam 
theorY applied t o that part of the wing outboard of the root triangle 
produces satisfactory results. However, for calculating deflections it 
is necessary t o include the effects of the r oot - triangle defo~mation. 
INTRODUCTION 
For many aeroelastic problems it is desirable to have a f airly 
siJJlple relation between the loads and deformations (particularly the 
angles of attacl~ ) of t he wing . However } t he problem of analyzing the 
deformations of swept wings is inherently complex unless silnpli f ying 
asswnptions are made. For the most part, therefore, in aeroelastic 
problems the swept wing is idealized into a straight beam and the ele -
mentary theory of beams applied . The straight beam is assumed to be 
clamped at an "effective root" location which is determined empirically 
in order to achieve good comparisons with experimentally determined 
distortions . In most cases t he effective root turns out to be located 
somewhere wit.hin t he trianGular root section (fig . 1) . 
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One i lnportant disadvantage of the effective-root concept is that 
the root location varies - for example, with a given loading, the best 
root location for calculating deflections is not the same as that for 
calculating angles of attack; in addition a similar variation with the 
type of loading also occurs . Another approximate procedure, which does 
not have these difficulties, is suggested by the experimental observa-
tion that, for reasonably large length-width ratios ( on the order of 2 
or more), the portion of the wing outboard of the triangular root sec-
tion (fig. 1) behaves like an ordinary cantilever beam and that the 
coupling of bending and torsion inherent in a swept wing seems to take 
place primarily wi thin the root tr iangle . In this procedure, the dis-
tortions of the outboard portion are computed by elementary beam theory 
and are added to the distortions contributed by the triangular root 
section. 
The success of this procedure hinges on whether a simple method for 
analyzing the triangular section that yields good comparisons with experi-
ment can be found. The purpose of the present paper is to show that 
such a method does exist for solid wings of uniform thickness and to 
demonstrate its accuracy by application not only to swept wings but also 
to the more complex M or W, A, and swept-tip plan forms (fig. 2). 
Although the development herein pertains to solid wings of uniform 
thickness, the procedure of treating the outboard portion of the wing 
as an ordinary cantilever beam on which the distortions of the root 
triangle are superposed should also be valid for solid wings with non-
uniform thickness and for built-up wings. 
The procedure of treating the outboard portion of the wing as an 
ordinary cantilever beam on which the distortions of the root triangle 
are superposed is also presented in reference 1. The essential differ-
ence between the present paper and reference 1 is in the method of calcu-
lat ing the di stortions of the triangular root portion of the wing . 
c 
SYMBOLS 
coefficients in series for w 
angle of attack, rotation in plane parallel to clamped root 
average rotation a at x = c sin A 
rotation in plane perpendicular to clamped root 
average rotation ~ at x = c sin A 
root chord (see appendix) 
sweep angle, deg 
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Subscript: 
elem 
3 
flexural rigidity, 
Young's modulus 
moment of inertia of cross section parallel to structural 
c cos .L\ t 3 
chord, 
12 
distance to load (see fig. 3) 
length of outer panel (see fig. 1) 
bending moment in plane parallel to x-axis, in-lb 
integers 
Poisson's ratio 
shear load 
thickness 
twisting moment in plane parallel to y-axis 
twisting moment in plane parallel to 1']-axis 
potential energy 
deflection in z-direction (see fig . 1) 
average deflection w at x = c sin .L\ 
coordinates of point measured from origin at intersection 
of root and leading edge of wing (see appendix) 
elementary 
METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
AB was mentioned in the "Introduction", the solution to the problem 
of finding the deformations of solid wings of uniform thickness having a 
-- --, 
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swept plan form is, in the present paper, based on the assumption that 
interaction between the root triangle and the outboard portion of t he 
wing can be neglected . Elementary beam theory is applied to the out-
board section of the wing, and the resulting deformations plus those 
contributed by the triangular root section constitute the total deflec -
tions . An approximate solution (based on the experimental observation 
of negligible angle-of -attack change in the root triangle due to wing 
loading) for the deformation of the r oot triangle is given in the 
appendix . 
Swept Hings 
In the t reatment of a swept wing, the wing i s considered by parts 
as indicated in figure 1. By use of the equations shoWn in figure 3, 
elementary beam theory is applied to the outboard portion of the wing . 
Simple equations for t he deflection wand the rotation ~ of the r oot 
triangle (fig . 1) are given in the appendix for various loadings. The 
distortions w and ~ have a marked effect on the outboard deflections 
for mos t types of loading. However , the angle of attack a is not 
affected by w and ~, and , therefore, only the elementary beam theory 
is neces sary to evaluate angles of attack of wings having swept, M or 1-1, 
A, and swept - tip plan f orms. The results of the foregoing observation 
are very convenient for those aeroelastic problems where the effects of 
the wing deflections are relatively small as compared with the effects 
of the angles of attack. For streamwise torque, both the deflection w 
and t he rotation ~ of t he root t riangle are zero, a s shown i n the 
appendix , and t herefore, not only the angle of attack a of the out-
board part but a lso the deflection w is obtained from the e l ementar y 
t heory a lone . 
Wings Having M or W Plan Form 
For the purpose of calculating the deflections and angles of attack, 
the M or H wing is separat ed as shown in figure 4. It is to be noted 
that t he inner quarter -span is treated in the same manner as previously 
shown (fig . 1) for the swept models. The outer quart er-span of the M 
or Iv model is analyzed by the two methods i ndicated in figure 4. For 
the method identified as theory 1, the outer portion is i dealized as an 
unswept cantilever beam of length equal to the center-line length of 
the outer port ion . For t he me t hod iden t ified as theory 2, the outer 
quarter - span is t reated in the same lnanner a s the inner quarter- span : 
thn.c is, identical to t he lnanne r in which the swept wine; i s t reated . 
I n ei ther ~aethod) after the defor rnat ions of each of the separa te parts 
a re found, they are all slli~ed in t he pr oper [,mnner to produce the 
total defor .. 18.tions . 
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Wings Having A and Swept-Tip Plan Forms 
The deformations of the A- plan-form wing are obtained in the same 
manner as shown for theory 1 (fig . 4) of the M- or W-plan- form wing . The 
inner portion of the A wing is treated as previously ~hown for the swept 
wing, whereas the outer portion is t reated as an unswept cantilever beam . 
The swept- tip wing has a straight beam for the inner por t ion, wherea s the 
outer portion may be analyzed by either theory 1 or 2 in the same manner 
that the outboard portion of the M or W wing is treated. Proper summa-
tion of the individual deflections and rotations again produces the 
total deflection and rotation at each spanwise station of the wing. 
TEST SPECIMENS AND METHOD OF TESTING 
The models tested in this investigation were of the type shown in fig-
ure 2; a photograph of a typical test setup is shown in figure 5. The 
models had uniform thickness and a 300 , 450 , or 600 sweep angle, were 
made of 24s-T4 aluminum alloy, and were full -span models with a center 
section. The center section of each model was clamped between two flat 
bearing blocks, and bending or twisting loads symmetrical to the longi-
tudinal center line were applied to the model. 
The deflect ions were measured with dial indicators of O.OOOl- inch 
least division . In order to eliminate the dial - indicator spring forces , 
the gage s were mounted in the reverse position . A threaded s leeve (see 
fig. 5) containing a thumbscrew was placed on the indicator in such a 
manner that the screw was bearing agains t the end of the spindle. By 
means of the screw, the spindle was moved against the spring pressure 
until the reverse end of the spindle engaged the specimen. A "magic 
eye" electronic device (ref . 2) was used in conjunction with the gages 
to indicate contact of the gage spindle with the model. Generally, 
deflection data were taken at points on one span only, but in many 
cases data at several corresponding points on the opposite span were 
obtained as a check. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Swept Models 
The deflections wand angles of attack ~ of t he swept models 
are shown in figure 6 for concentrated lift loads applied at the tip 
and midway between the root and the tip. The curves represent theo-
retical results, and the symbols show the test data. In figure 6 (as 
well as figs. 7 and 8), the data for the 600 model appear only for 
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loads applied midway between the root and tip. Actually the load was 
applied at the tip of the 600 model; however, since the span of this 
model was one-half that of the 300 and 45 0 models, it was more desirable 
for comparison purposes to locate the 600 tip-load data with the 300 and 
450 half-span data. The plots of the experimentally obtained angles of 
attack indicate that the angles of attack due to loading are negligible 
within the root triangle. It can be seen that there is good agreement 
between experiment and theory for both deflections and angles of attack. 
Figure 7 presents a comparison between theory and experiment for 
the swept models loaded with pure torque. These data show better agree-
ment for the angles of attack than for the deflections. Again the angle-
of-attack test data pointedly indicate negligi ble angle of attack in the 
region of the root triangle. 
Figure 8 compares the theory and test for swept models loaded with 
streamwise torque . For this loading, which produces a coupled bending 
moment and twisting moment, there is except ionally good agreement between 
the test results and theory . The theory indicates that for streamwise 
torque the root t riangle may be considered as rigid; therefore, the 
deflections and twists are obtained from the elementary beam theory . 
The significant assumption in the development of the equations of 
appendix A for solid wings is that the angle of attack a of the root 
triangle is negligible and, as a consequence, the angles of attack of 
the outboard portion are obtained simply from elementary theory. It has 
been demonstrated that this assumption is valid in the case of the solid 
models and from the experimental data presented in references 3 and 4 
it is possible to obtain information regarding the applicability of this 
assumption for a box-type 450 swept wing. The experiment al angles of 
attack of the box beam are compared in figure 9 with the results obtained 
from elementary theory for the symmetrical and anti symmetrical bending 
and twisting loads. For the bending loads, the shear deformation of the 
spar webs is included in the same manner as given by equations (A2) of 
references 3 and 4. It is observed that the application of elementary 
theory and the assumption of 00 angle of attack for the root triangle 
gives good agreement for the angles of attack of the outboard portion 
of the box beam for the two torsion cases but is conservative for the 
two bending cases. It is also observed in the bending cases that experi-
ment and theory differ by a con~ant amount which may be attributed to 
the contribution of the root triangle. This angle-of-attack contribution 
of the root triangle is largely due to cross-sectional warping which, 
although negligible in the case of solid cross sections, may be appreci-
able when box -type wings are considered. 
.. 
I 
___ J 
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Models Having M or I,J Plan Forms 
The deformations of the M or IV models loaded with tip lift load 
and tip streamwise torque are given in figures 10 and 11) respectively. 
In general, comparison of the experimental values with results obtained 
by theories 1 and 2 indicates t hat better agreement was obtained with 
theory 2. However, it is also apparent that the difference between the 
two theories, a s well a s the diff erence between theory and experiment, 
decreases as the sweep angle becomes smaller. This result is to be 
expected since, for zero sweep of the outer portion of the model, the 
two theories become identical. In effect, theory 2 introduces more 
stiffness at the junct ion of the outer and inner parts than does theory 1. 
The short horizontal part of the angle-of-attack curves (figs. 10 
and 11) of theory 2 results from assuming that the triangle at the junc-
tion of the outer and inner wing portions (fig. 4) may be treated in the 
same manner as the root triangle : namely, that the angle-of-attack 
changes due to loading are negligible. 
Models Having A and Swept-Tip Plan Forms 
The deflections and angles of attack of the A and swept-tip models 
loaded with a tip lift load and tip streamwise torque are given in fig-
ures 12 and 13, respectively . Inasmuch as theories 1 and 2 are iden-
tical when the outer portion of the wing is not swept , there is only 
one theoretical curve given for the A model on each plot. The test 
data for the swept-tip model are bracketed by the two theories; this 
fact indicates that the stiffness at the juncture of the inner and 
outer portions is somewhere between the stiffness assumed by the two 
theories. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A method is presented by which the deformations of solid wings of 
uniform thickness having swept, M or lv, A, and swept-tip plan forms may 
be approximated. For the purpose of calculating angles of attack, the 
elementary beam theory applied to the portion of the wing outboard of 
the triangular root region suffices as the angles of attack of the root 
triangle are negligible for the loads considered. However, the deflec-
tion of the root triangle must be taken into account in order to analyze 
the deflect ions of the wi ngs properly . Although, for all cases cons idered, 
the agreement between experir:1ent and theory is satisfactory , the agreement 
is, in general, better for swept, A, and swept - tip wings than for M and 
W wings. The theory as applied to M or W wings becomes more accurate as 
the sweep angle beCOTIleS smaller . In spite of the fact that in the present 
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paper only wings of uniform thickness are discussed, it seems reasonable 
that with appropriate modifications the method m~ight apply to wings which 
do not have constant thickness and to wings with built-up construction. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Langley Field, Va., January 21, 1953. 
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APPENDIX 
ROOT-TRIANGLE DEFORMATION 
General Theoretical Analysis 
In keeping with the use of an elementary approach to find the 
deformation of the outboard portion of the wing, an approximate method 
of finding the deformation of the root triangle is presented. The 
structure analyzed, the coordinate systems, the loads considered , and 
the positive direction of the loads are given in the following sketch: 
z 
x 
y 
9 
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Experimental data revealed that the magnitude of the rotation a 
of the root triangle was negligible and could be assumed to be zero. 
It is , therefore, assumed that the deflections are independent of ~; 
w is a function only of s. The problem could be solved by using beam 
theory (wherein, as a result of assumed cylindrical curvature , E is 
replaced by E/(l - ~2 )) and integrating the equation for the deflection 
curve. However , in order to make the method independent of the choice 
of the assumed deflection function, the minimum-potential-energy prin-
ciple is employed. 
I n order t o pr ovide gr eater f acility of integr ating the energy 
expressi on, t he relat ion 
s = x cos A - Y sin A 
is used to transform a power series in S into the series 
00 n 
w L an(Y __ x ) 
n=2 tan A 
which satisfies the root boundary conditions on the deflections and 
permits no angle of attack a. . 
When the shear, moment , and torque resulting from loads on the 
outboard portion of the wing are evaluated at point 0 (x = c sin A, 
(Al ) 
(A2 ) 
Y = ~ cos A) and distributed along the outboard edge of the roo t tri -
angle, the following potential-energy expression is obtained: 
u = I c sin Ajx/tanA Qft(c2w + c2w)2 
o 0 2~ Cx2 -oy2 
dy + f C cos l\ M few) dy _ 
o c cos A \"Cx x=c sin A 
j c cos A T (Ow) dy _j'C cos A P (w) dy 
O c cos A :4.· 0 C cos A x=c sin l\. uy x=c sin A 
(A3 ) 
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Substitution of the deflection function into the potential-energy 
equation (A3 ) and subsequent int egration yields the relat i on 
D ~ ~ (M) ~ n n-l 
U = 2 sin41\ ~ ~ ~8man + tan 1\ + T ~ (-1) (c cos 1\ ) Bu + 
where 
p ~ (_l)n+l(c cos 
n=2 n + 1 
B 
mn 
m+n-2 
(-1) mn(m - l)(n - 1) cm+n-2 sin 1\(cos 1\)m+n-3 
(m + n - 3) (m + n - 2) 
(A4 ) 
(AS ) 
Minimizing the potent i al ene r gy ( equat i on (A4» with respe ct to t he 
unknown coefficients gives 
P (c 
j + 1 
cos 
from which it is found that 
P sin31\ 
12Dc 
o (A6) 
o 
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The closed form of solution is to be expected in view of the fact that 
beam theory could have been used rather than the minimwm-potential-
energy principle. 
Thus, the deflection of the root triangle is 
x )3 
tan A 
The average deflection at x = c sin A is 
l c cos A o (w )x=c sin A dy 
w = ----------------------
c cos A 
Substitution of equation (A8) into equation (A9) yields 
w = 2(a2 a3) (c cos A ) :3 - c cos A ~ 
The required rotation is 
f C cos A Ow 
o (-O-~ t=c sin A dy 
f3 = ----------
c cos A 
In general, 
Ow Ow Ow 
-- = -- cos A - -- sin A 
Os Ox 'Oy 
Substitution of the deflection function into equation (Al2) gives 
1 Ow 
cos A Ox 
By using equations (A8) and (Al3) with equation (All), 
~ = c (a2 - c cos A a3) 
tan A 
(A8) 
(AlO) 
(All) 
(Al2 ) 
(Al3 ) 
(Al4) 
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Pure Bending or Pure Torque 
In the absence of shear, from an inspection of equation (A7), it 
is evident that 
2Dc (Al5 ) 
a 
Thus, the desired deflection (eq. (Ala)) and rotation (eq. (Al4)) become 
( M + T)C sin3A cos
2A 
tan A 
w = -------------6D 
( M + T)sin
2A cos A 
i3 = _ tan A 
2D 
(Al6 ) 
(Al7 ) 
When there is either pure bending or pure torque, equations (Al6) and 
(Al7) are further simplified. 
Streamwise Torque 
A streamwise torque T~ applied to the wing produces combined 
moment and torque whose magnitudes are 
T = T~ cos A } 
M = -T~ sin A 
(AlS) 
If there is no shear , substitution of equation (AlS) into equation (A7) 
reveals that 
a 
~~- --
_J 
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Therefore, the root triangle may be considered as a rigid body, or 
(Al9 ) 
Shear Load and Moment 
If a concentrated force is located on the elastic axis of the out-
board portion of the wing, the root triangle will be subjected to shear 
and bending moment only. Upon evaluation of the coefficients aZ and 
a3' equations (AlO) and (Al4) become 
w = c sin31\ COSZ1\ (l Pc cos 1\ _ M ) 
6D 8 tan 1\ 
(AZO) 
and 
sinZ1\ cos 1\~C cos 1\ M) 
ZD \ 3 - tan /\. 
(AZ1) 
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Figure 2.- Details of models . 
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Structure assumed for theory I 
Structure assumed for theory 2 
Figure 4.- Idealization of M or W models. 
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Figure 7.-Deformations of swept models 
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Figure 11.- Deformati ons of M or W models 
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